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LISTENING
TO WHAT
THE WORLD
NEEDS . . . best designs are often created from the 

simple aspects of everyday life from the 

brilliant insight of ordinary people. we listen, 

we recreate simplicity to meet your everyday 

needs in your workplace.

www.o-planner.com



The Green Office is 

not about the color 

of your office space, 

but the desire of 

business owners and 

managers to be socially 

and environmentally 

responsible

The latest products 

in OP are designed 

for modern office 

environment with the 

environment in mind.

At  OP, we aim to 

reduce the impacts  on 

our environment for 

now and the future. 

We offer different kind 

of sustainable material 

that have been 

identified to have a 

reduced environmental 

impact.

OP being the first  

commercial furniture 

manufacturer in Asia to 

be eco label certified.

ASNI/BIFMA X5.6 - 2003 
“Panel System - Tests”

green office
green environment

OFP-2009
GECA 28-2006-

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS



Most of the decisions we make today have an environmental 

impact on tomorrow. We know that riding a bicycle to work 

is less damaging to the environment than driving a car. 

And we know that putting an extra jumper on in winter 

creates less greenhouse gases than turning on the heater. 

As consumers, we make decisions every day about what we 

buy. 

“ To encourage the demand for and 
supply of products which reduce the 
stress on the environment during their 
entire life-cycle.”

As both a consumer and supplier, Office Planner has made 

the decision to embrace eco-labeling as a key corporate 

value and being the first Singaporean office furniture 

manufacturer to be certified eco-label. We are determined 

to reduce the waste produced and what is sent to landfills. 

Our role as a consumer is to integrate eco-friendly materials 

into our product lines thus producing democratic designed 

and eco-friendly furniture for our consumers so that they 

can make that responsible decision to consume only eco-

label products.

 

Concurrently, we are designing and developing new office 

system furniture with less materials and components thus 

reducing greenhouse gases. Office Planner is determine to 

reduce, reuse and recycle so that the decisions we make 

today will impact positively our tomorrow. 

go green . . . 



Democratic
Design Furniture

We believe in design and research as corporate values. We are convinced that creativeness can 

be achieved whilst paying close attention to detail, solving technical and production issues. 

There are always new needs arising from the new ways we work and communicate.

Since our incorporation in 1997, the Happy Office 
People at Office Planner have been supplying 
democratic design furniture. We have been listening 
and understanding the needs of our clients to 
continuously bring creative innovations and offering 
simple solutions to the ever changing office landscape.

Our customers are mostly the users of our products, but not the buyers. That is precisely why 

our products have to comply strictly with regulations and ergonomic, functional and safety 

specifications. That is why we seek and comply to ANSI BIFMA 5.6 -2003 standards and 

SS 514 : 2005. 

Beyond the certification, we hope to herald a new understanding of the work environment 

known as “The Happy Office” by providing office system furniture which can be personalize, 

resulting in a happier and more productive workspace.



1. Philippe Starck (2008)

2. Karim Rashid (2009)

3. Werner Aisslinger (2010)

4. Maurice Calka (2011)

5. Christian Ghion (2012)

In July 2008, we have brought Philippe Starck’s xO range of furniture to Singapore, Australia and Korea. 

Creating xO boutiques in these 3 countries have open doors to a new concept in retail business. Operating 

these standalone boutiques have added presence to the brand name. 

In March 2009, we have launched Pinker by world renowned designer, Karim Rashid for the contemporary 

office workplace, which includes a SOHO desk which can be used in a home office environment.

In 2010, we launched a radical range of office furniture, designed by famous German designer Werner 

Aisslinger. Flow, Office Desking Landscape (Flow), heralds a new era in the office environment, and transforms 

one’s working space.

In 2011, heir to Maurice Calka’s legacy, his son Serge Calka gave us the right to edit his father’s late 60’s 

design. The Boomerang Desk. 

In March 2012, we are launching “Elle & Lui” desking systems designed by Christian Ghion.

INTERNATIONAL
DESIGNERS

1 2 3 4 5



Office Planner is the first Singapore and Asian owned 

manufacturer to be Ecolabel certified by GECA for its “Blade” 

open plan panel system. 

The prestigious Ecolabel is awarded to companies that meet or 

exceed voluntary standards of environment performance. The 

Blade system meets the criteria in the types of material used in 

the manufacturing process and in its packaging. OP also provides 

a warranty against manufacturer defects and replacement of 

parts and it also complies with labour, anti-discrimination and 

safety regulations. With Blade, Office Planner is taking its first 

step to reduce environmental impacts and encourage sustainable 

management of resources.  

BLADE
open plan panel system

OFP-2009
GECA 28-2006-

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS



We focus on quality standards that correspond to 
real expectations.

With Blade, we understand the product functions and the customer expectations. This understanding 

forged a relationship with our customers, one that is built over time and a commitment towards quality, 

functionality and ergonomics.

Sound Attenuation Test
(S09MEC04472/B/LCM)

Sound Absorbtion Test
(S09MEC04472/A/LCM)

Fire test.
(S09MEC03039/OCS)

Fire Cert.
(TAPSB00452) 

ASNI/BIFMA X5.6 - 2003 
“Panel System - Tests”



Mobilink is a fully flexible open plan system which was designed 

with many varied considerations. It typifies what is currently 

known as the universal pole concept whereby the single pole can 

be fully utilized in various configurations. The universal pole can 

be used as an end pole, 2-way, 3-way and 4-way pole, typically 

applied in a monolithic and tiled open plan system. Inventory is 

greatly minimized. 

MOBILINK
open plan panel system



MOBILINK
open plan panel system

The 90 degree workstation occupies only 

3.24 sqm of space. In an office layout when 

lack of space is an issue, this compact 

workstation has all the necessary features to 

complete it.

Creates higher workstation densities

Organic shape top provides large working 

space

Creates a less structure design environment 

for the office

Ergonomics is clearly what this configuration 

is all about. Equipped with an open shelf 

and a swing door cabinet, storage is only an 

arms length away. The ergonomical curve 

worktop allows the user to move in close to 

the computer screen. Working space to the 

left and right are ample.

All supervisors require a balance between 

communication with colleagues whilst 

maintaining privacy. The high panels provide 

the necessary privacy. The Elena leg structure 

provides a modern feel to the workstation.

The Hi-Lo combination shown in this 

configuration provides the perfect 

combination. Its low panels provide 

interaction and sharing of information 

between colleagues  whilst its high panels 

allow storage elements to be suspended off.

The workbench consists of components that 

can be easily configured and reconfigured. 

This makes it ideal for large-scale layouts and 

continuous expansion in the workplace. 



FLOW designs and revolutionize the office from a single plane to a 

multi dimensional work space.

The multi tier work place is not only about the hierarchy but the 

different levels of designs waiting to be discovered and realized.

the FLOW system with its light elegant design is a new 
modular desking system which creates landscapes for 
the newer generation of offices...

Flow is a progressive design answer 

to the needs of office work.

Werner Aisslinger.  2009 

FLOW
office desking landscape



Easily configured into clusters of 2, 4, 6 and more, the VESA

desking system with its extendable structures makes it a flexible

system for changes to be made effectively and quickly.

VESA
open plan desking system



TRAKS has been designed for all types of offices. Ranging from 

the individual to a team office to a large open plan office, it 

combines aesthetics with functionality. Completely flexible, it can 

be quickly reconfigured to suit many different needs.

TRAKS
open plan desking system



A functional and ergonomic desking system, ULYSIS allows the 

best freedom of movements.  Extremely robust and stable, it can 

be used in a single office configuration or combining its elements 

to form cluster of desking systems. Energy of color brings light 

and comfort in the office.  The ULYSIS desking system adds an 

element of modern and playfulness in your office.

ULYSIS
executive desking system



TRAKS is an integrated system based on rectangular metal profiles 

which allows for a wide range of office desking solutions, i.e.: 

free-standing straight desks, multiple workstations, in-line sharing 

desks, bench applications.

TRAKS
executive desking system



The attractive design of the VESA range offers solutions that 

range from single desks to workstations.  Its versatility and quality 

allows creating a work environment not only functional but 

aesthetically high-level.  

Its tubical profile adds a organic sleekness when combine with a 

tempered glass modesty panel. Available in 600mm and 800mm 

widths to suit most desking dimensions.

VESA
executive desking system



Be it a single elegant table or a complex system, the ROBUST 

desking system creates a special and refined space in the office.  

Its aesthetic simplicity inspires calm, creativity and clear thinking. 

The ROBUST range can be fitted to both clerical and

semi-executive programmes, thanks to its attractive design, quality 

and versatility.

Fixed or adjustable, centered, off-centered or small foot, it offers 

solutions that range from single desks to work stations, by simply 

using all the accessories of ROBUST programme.

ROBUST
executive desking system



The sleek and clean design of the single ZED leg brings aesthetics, 

visual appeal, operational simplicity and functional performance.  

The measurable readings on ZED enable maximum precision in 

height adjustable and enhance work efficiency.

ZED
executive desking system



Arianna brings a whole new world of office ergonomics to 

the office workplace. Available in a manual cranking system 

or a electronic height adjustable mechanism, Arianna provides 

flexibility in the office workstations enabling the individual user 

to adjust the height of their work surfaces to suit their personal 

ergonomics.   

ARIANNA
height adjustable desking system



The MONO discussion table is designed to make the convergence 

of people a pleasant and comfortable experience.  Modern yet 

classic, the MONO discussion table makes the discussion area a 

place vibrant with life. 

MONO
discussion table



Octo meeting table is a system bench which stimulates the 

exchange of ideas, boosts creativity and give the work-place 

greater depth of emotion: the experience of interaction and 

shared fun.  The beam arrangement provides for table formats 

and shapes in various configurations.  Its sleek profile and chrome 

finish adds sophistication to the modern office.

OCTO
meeting table



With a range of table shapes to support a variety of purposes, 

the ZED discussion table offers maximum flexibility for endless 

aesthetic and functional opportunities to the discussion area

ZED
discussion table



The possibility to adapt the desk height to every operator’s specific 

necessities is surely one of the most important needs for those 

who spend a lot of time working at their station.

The adjustment is available in three different versions:

allen key: the position desired must be decided before the  

worksurfaces assembly and the screw fastening.

crank handle mechanism: the position can be adjusted at any   

time with a simple rotation movement.

electric motor mechanism: here, besides the free adjustment at  

any time, it is also possible to memorize the different positions.

JACK
height-adjustable desking system



Folding table has the objective to offer a convenient, fast and 

aesthetically pleasing solution for setting up conference rooms, 

meeting rooms or, at least, in all those situations in which the 

desk, which ended its use must be removed and stored in 

warehouse.

OP offers two different types of feet and wheels that will facilitate 

the transport of the entire structure. A round foot which is 

matched to the particular wheels, called “skate” , available in 

different colours, and an elliptical foot that comes with a standard 

60 mm wheel. Both versions have, included as standard, the brake 

wheel.

The angle of the worktop is carried out with a mechanism located 

on the capital of the leg and that is operated by a slight traction 

of the two plastic handles positioned beneath the worktop. If the 

worktop sizes does not permit to operate simultaneously both 

handles, you can simply block one on worktop, pulling easily 

outside the top itself, and rolling it later.

FLIP
folding table



This mobile training desk is easily folded for storage (by nesting), 

its quick release button helps set the training room into “action” 

easily.

Available in 1200mm, 1500mm and 1800mm width.

FOLD
training table



T10
folding table

The table is easily set up and put away by one-touch folding 

button and it provides your space more productive as it can be 

used for training table and meeting table.

It has bag hanger on both sides, so 
you can keep your luggage on its 
safely.

ABS modesty panel looks nice and 
tidy. Also, it is very durable

The top board is operated easily 
pushing the button by finger and 
you can fold it up. Then, tables 
can be nested together in small 
space and you can use your space 
efficiently



World renowned designer Karim Rashid has once again made 

waves in the design world, with the launch of his new brand 

Pinker, an exciting collection of furniture that blurs the lines 

between home and office, redefining the way furniture is thought 

and designed.

The epitome of a new lifestyle, fun as an apple, the BOK personal 

desk turns a small (home) office into a vibrant place where 

working becomes a pleasure.

Fibre glass. Available in pink, white and lime green.

Customisable on demand.

BOK
desking system

Karim Rashid



A sexy moulded fiberglass desk, the largest version of the 

Boomerang desk was enough to impress French President 

Pompidou who owned one in white and placed it in the Elysée 

Palace. The contrasting baroque shape and 70’s modern material 

raised a few eyebrows back then. Initially manufactured by Leleu-

Deshays, the original Boomerang desks are highly sought after as 

only 35 were produced.

The 2010 version, the first re-edition ever, is true to this approach: 

each piece is individually marked and identified. Serge Calka, heir 

to Maurice, is the guarantor of the respect of the work of his 

father. Two versions are proposed, the first one with a set of three 

individual drawers, while for the other version, the top drawer is 

replaced by a visually appealing glove box. Moreover, the owners 

of the new Boomerang are able to choose their very own colour 

among a virtually infinite number of choices as each piece is 

produced on demand by a team of skilful fiberglass sculptors.

BOOMERANG
maurice calka

Maurice Calka



“Elle & Lui” heralds a new understanding of the modern office 

landscape whereby individual sanctuaries are created for the 

exchange of beautiful ideas. Its sleek contours defy conventional 

offices and its sexy lines breathe a seductive tone which will excite 

the senses of many.

This Executive Desking Collection which offers sophistication  

through simplicity is designed by renowned French designer 

Christian Ghion and manufactured by the happy office people of 

Office Planner. 

ELLE & LUI
christian ghion

Christian Ghion



OPAL
ergonomic office seating

WEBMESH
mesh collection

FLEX II
multi-purpose chairs

FLEX I
training chairs

LUX
leather collection

CITIZEN
executive collection

FLOW
ergonomic office seating

Mr. ROBOTO
mesh collection

PEGIO
leather collection

KAZU
mesh collection

TIPER
leather collection

OFFICE
seating collection



Office Planner Pte Ltd
3791 Jalan Bukit Merah
#06-14 E-Centre@Redhill
Singapore 159471
Tel: 65-6835-6789
Fax: 65-6235-6789

www.o-planner.com
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